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Events: Spaghetti Dinner planned for May 21st, but Casey did not take action on it. Nancy Effle
suggests sending it on the listserve with a request for help.
Housing: Closed 20 nuissance cases, 17 vehicle cases brought to compliance, 2 zoning cases
brought into compliance, 3 housing and rental cases brought into compliance, Active housing
cases are down by ten and are at 63. 18 nuisance/lot cleanup cases, 1 active vehicle, 2 active
zoning cases, and nuisance cases are expected to go up because of summer.
Bulent proposes that we overhaul the structure of the GGNA to find another system that works
apart from having a secretary, president, vice president, and treasurer. He proposes a system
that allows people to put their skills where they’re useful. He is proposing a discussion on a
system that works for us specifically, and that Roberts Rules of order may work better for a
bigger group.
Burt suggests we need leadership.
Catherine requested that we read the mission statement.
Ranata Reeder presented on Participatory Budgeting and reviewed ideas that are being
proposed for our district including:
o A play area for kids
o Art on a bus
o Shade cloth covers at Warnersville pool.
o Updated equipment at the wooden stone park
o Stone game tables
o Pet waste baskets, cross walks and a bus app.
o Bus shelters.
UNCG
o Burt said we had a meeting with the chancellor who said we did not have a conflict and
requested a statement on what our concerns were. Burt outlined them:
§ Blue light poles in the neighborhood make it look unfriendly There are more
here than in other areas of campus or other neighborhoods, and it stigmatizes
the neighborhood.
• Steven asked if there was a record about how many times they have
been utilized, and said that the phone app is used more than the actual
poles.
• Burt said that in the meet and Greet, the Chancellor stated that he
didn’t like High Point University because they gate themselves off, but
these lights have a similar effect.
§ Spartan Chariots unloading and loading create hazardous conditions for
motorists or pedestrians/busses parking in no parking areas, no designated bus
stops, and cars can’t pass. Burt requests that UNCG create new bus stops.
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In the mixed-use retail area, the prohibition of alcohol is a failure to allow
alcohol sales that were approved in the MOU. Allowing the sale of alcoholic
beverages would help foster business & economic development, entertainment
for the neighborhood’s use. Prohibition limits the types of businesses, and
makes the area unlikely to be able to provide economic revitalization.
• Bulent expressed that the university said that they would include
businesses that could sell alcohol.
• Elizabeth said that the university used to sell alcohol in the Elliott
University Center.
• Kathryn noted that this would provide tax revenue.
• Bulent mentioned that the grocery store, mom and pop shops were
previously presented as tying in with the High Point/Lee Street
redevelopment project, but this looks like a campus expansion & feels
that we were manipulated. He says this should be at the top of the list
of things we present to UNCG.
• Bulent noted that we were considering a neutral facilitator at some
point and that the University did not want them to come. He suggests
we contact a group in Raleigh that specializes in development,
specifically in university and neighborhood relationships. He also noted
that the chancellor said that what was said yesterday doesn’t count and
that we need a well-organized front and legal representation.
• Elizabeth said that we need to have a mediator and select a fair one.
• Steven mentioned that lots of people worked on the MOU and that it is
representative of the neighborhood.

Bulent wanted to see the landscape plans and said that UNCG would provide
them to Elizabeth, but they did not give her the drawings. Bulent go the
drawings from the city. They were planning on removing all the trees in the
Phase 2 area. Bulent argued that an 80 year old willow oak didn’t need to be cut
down. He met with UNCG’s representatives on-site, and they verbally promised
to save that specific tree. He said that we need educated presentations to get
them to back down. The other tree that Elizabeth and Bulent were looking at
has rot inside and will not be salvageable. Bulent wants us to get together to
prevent UNCG from bulldozing a house on the corner of Silver & Haywood.
Nancy Effle said that UNCG is going to close off Glenwood Avenue from 821 to Gate City
for 2 years. The Bus will run down Lexington Ave. instead of Glenwood Ave.

Meeting Adjourned

